Railsback's Some Fundamentals of Mineralogy and Geochemistry

Goldich's Weathering Series explained in terms of bond strength
In 1938, Samuel Goldich published a study of the weathering of
various igneous rocks in which he concluded that igneous silicate
minerals weather in an order much like that of Bowens Reactions
Series, with mafic silicates the most susceptible to weathering and
quartz the least susceptible1. The diagram below shows a modified
form of Goldich's series, which has subsequently been confirmed
experimentally2.
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Zircon and several non-silicates have been added below in the
apparent order of their susceptibilty of weathering (the position of
calcite relative to olivine and anorthite is debatable).
The diagram below shows that the order of this weathering series
agrees well with the least bond strength in each of the minerals
involved. That seems reasonable, because weathering, or the
destruction of minerals, requires
breaking of bonds in those minerals.
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